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Learning Goals and Desired Outcomes
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Frames of Reference and Lenses – How We See
Students
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Addressing Systemic Racism and Privilege Through
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Advocacy

3
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Planning for Professional Learning – Increasing
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4
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Debrief, Parking Lot Questions, and Closure

Welcome and Introductions
• Our background
• Your background (raise your hand if you
are/represent...)
•
District leadership/PD
•
School leadership/PD
•
Classroom teacher
•
Higher education/teacher preparation
•
Community engagement/partnership
•
Other
•
Here with a team
• Quickly introduce yourself to the people at
your table
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Session Norms
• We will honor time limits.
• We will actively listen when others share.
• We will strive to create a brave space where
what is shared here remains here, but what
is learned is shared.
• We will actively participate in our learning.
• We will ask questions, either in the moment
or using the parking lot.
• We will strive to become comfortable being
uncomfortable.

Learning Goals
Desired Outcomes
1. The participant will complete a personal profile of how their own frames of
reference and personal lenses have been shaped and identify potential
strengths and areas for growth in racial literacy.
2. The participant will compare and contrast behaviors that promote or inhibit
meaningful dialogue about systemic racism, white supremacy, and privilege.
3. The participant will design learning experiences for students in a given grade
level and/or subject area that facilitate racial literacy and explore the concepts of
power and privilege, choice, activism, and social justice. The participant will also
evaluate or propose appropriate materials to support this learning.
4. The participant will construct an action plan to support professional learning for
increased racial literacy at their sites using elements of the Accessing Student
Voices protocol.

Frames of Reference and Lenses
– How We See Students

1. The participant will complete a personal
profile of how their own frames of
reference and personal lenses have
been shaped and identify potential
strengths and areas for growth in racial
literacy.
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Quick Write

Quick Write
Respond to this prompt: Have you ever
tried to hide your racial or ethnic
identity?

1. How did you feel responding to that
prompt?
2. Did your feelings or response surprise
you?

Quick Write
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What does it
mean to be white
in a society that
proclaims race
meaningless, yet
is deeply divided
by race?
DiAngelo, R. J. (2016). What does it mean to be white?: Developing white racial
literacy. New York: Peter Lang.
Kaczmarczyk, A., Allee-Herndon, K. A., & Roberts, S. K. (in press). Using literacy
approaches to begin the conversation on racial illiteracy. The
Reading Teacher. DOI: 10.1002/trtr.1757

Racism in Education
● The vast majority of whites are racially illiterate.
● Our racial illiteracy limits our intellectual, psychic,

and emotional growth.
● If whites cannot engage in an exploration of both

their own and people of color’s racial perspectives,
we hold the racial order in place and continue to
impose our racial perspectives and experiences as
universal.
● Racial illiteracy prevents us from building and

sustaining authentic relationships across racial
lines.

Racism and Classroom Teachers
“I don’t believe that my particular race has had much impact
on my life. I don’t feel that I strongly identify with it. There
was only one black family in my neighborhood of 30+
houses. The message I received about race in high school
was very limited. I personally do not think that my race is a
factor in the way I live my life. Race is not something that I
often acknowledge.” – PST Essay
“My neighborhood was not racially diverse at all growing up.
Maybe freshman year of college was when diversity
appeared, yet still very small. I am not sure [how race
shapes my life], it seems similar because I am white and I
feel like I am constantly hearing racial slurs or people using
the race card, that it just makes me thankful for who I am,
and I don’t have to deal with that.” – PST Essay
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Frames of Reference and Lenses How We See Students
Teachers should ask themselves the following
questions:
● How have my own cultural glasses shaped how I
view myself and others?
● What might my glasses make it easy for me to see?
What might they prevent me from seeing?
● How might my glasses shape my expectations in

life and of my students?

Intersecting Identities
“The true focus of
revolutionary
change is never the
oppressive
situations which we
seek to escape, but
that piece of the
oppressor which is
planted deep within
us.”
- Audre Lorde

Cultural Deficit Theory
Common among many teachers when they are asked
to explain the challenges faced by children of color:
“They just don’t value education.”
“There is nothing you can do when their parents don’t
care.”
“They probably have drugs and guns at home which
stresses them out and makes concentrating in school
too difficult.”

Racial disproportionality in special education referrals,
punishments, and access to quality public school
resources are ignored, and unequal outcomes are
attributed to the children and their families.
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Implicit Bias
DiAngelo defines Implicit Bias as the
unconscious and automatic prejudice that
operates below conscious awareness and
without intentional control. Implicit bias is
absorbed from the messages surrounding
us and results in acts of discrimination.
Because implicit bias is below conscious
awareness and often in conflict with what a
person consciously believes, the person is
unaware of the discrimination that results
from it.

Personal Bias Profiles
Harvard Implicit Association Test (IAT) Jigsaw:
https://implicit.harvard.edu/implicit/india/selectatest.jsp
1 st Number
2 nd Number
3 rd Number
4 th Number
5 th Number

1.Sexuality IAT
2.Race IAT
3.Arab-Muslim IAT
4.Skin Tone IAT
5.Disability IAT
6.Age IAT
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Addressing Systemic Racism and
Privilege Through School Culture

2. The participant will compare and
contrast behaviors that promote or
inhibit meaningful dialogue about
systemic racism, white supremacy, and
privilege.

“Blinded by the White”
●
●

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Racist=Bad/Not Racist=Good Binary
The Ideologies of Individualism and
Universalism
Racial Segregation
Focusing on Intent Rather than Impact
Colorblindness
Lack of White Racial Humility
Implicit Bias
Meritocracy
Internalized Superiority
Defining Racism as a Conscious Dislike or
Personal Prejudice

Racetalk and Danger Discourse
●

The white racial frame is reinforced.

●

White people gain social capital.

●

It maintains explicit bias and the racist
policies and practices informed by implicit
bias.
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Antiracist Education
An educational approach that goes beyond
tolerating or celebrating racial diversity and
addresses racism as a system of unequal power
between whites and people of color.
People of Color want White Allies to:
● be willing to be uncomfortable
● listen to them
● check our assumptions
● don’t take over
● take risks
● teach our children about racism
● speak up

Inhibit

Promote

S.W.O.T. Analysis

Strengths

Weaknesses

Opportunities

Threats
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10 Minute Break

2
3
0
7
1
8
6
4
9
5
10

Learning Experiences that
Facilitate Awareness and Advocacy
3. The participant will design learning
experiences for students in a given grade
level and/or subject area that facilitate
racial literacy and explore the concepts of
power and privilege, choice, activism, and
social justice. The participant will also
evaluate or propose appropriate
materials to support this learning.

Using Picture Books to Promote
Conversation
●

Story retelling and dramatization in Reader’s
Theater or dramatic play centers, especially with
stories that highlight injustice like The Story of
Ruby Bridges.

●

Personalizing stories like The Name Jar in the
writing center or during Writer’s Workshop.

●

Book talks that focus on shifting away from
colorblindness or color preference to an
awareness of the impact of color in the
classroom.

●

Book talks that focus on advocacy and activism
using books like A is for Activist and The Colors
of Us to inspire personal action plan posters,
writing about inequality in journals, or making a
class book on ways kids can be activists in their
school or home communities.
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Extending the Conversation with
Literature Circles
Literature circles (Daniels, 2002; Peralta-Nash & Dutch,
2000; Peterson & Eeds, 1987/2007) engage students in
authentic conversations about racial inequality.
●
●
●

Students choose their own books (with adult guidance).
Students hold one another accountable.
Student projects focus on the theme in the literature.

Books like Separate is Never Equal and The Sneetches and
Other Stories allow children to focus in on issues of
inequality, discrimination, and privilege.
Books like Drita, My Homegirl and Roll of Thunder, Hear My
Cry address issues of power and friendship among people of
color and other marginalized groups.

Journaling to Personalize the
Conversation
Dialogue journals (Peyton & Reed, 1990;
Reed & Peyton, 1987) are another way to
integrate anti-racism education with literacy
instruction using authentic writing activities.
Dialogue Journals:
● Informal written conversation between two
or more people (student-student or studentteacher)
● Topics are of mutual interest or student
driven (for student-teacher)
● Meaningful, authentic writing activity
● Ungraded
●
●

●

Safe
Can support Literacy Circle conversations,
but do not have to
Could be powerful ways to engage in
authentic anti-racist dialogue

Taking the Conversation to a Broader
Audience
Publishing Authentic Writing
●

●

●

●

Take impactful phrases from books like We Were There,
Too! Young People in U.S. History to combine into class
or small group collaborative poetry.
Go beyond the classroom and school audience write
collaboratively in pairs or small groups to publish related
op-ed pieces, poems, and other narrative, informative, or
persuasive pieces in online or print media.
Engage in research-focused projects to explore the
realities of marginalized communities, to know more
about immigrant homelands, or to find evidence of overt
or hidden racism and publish using multiple transmedia
venues.
Create a video promoting kindness and boundary
breaking ways to work against systemic privilege.
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Designing Learning Experiences for
Racial Literacy
Grade band?
Subject area?

Learning strategies?
Collaborative?
Brave space?

Resources?
Risks?
Benefits?

Interdisciplinary?
Differentiation?

Education for Liberation – School and
Classroom Practices
1.Create a Container – This is a metaphor for creating spaces within
groups where there is safety to explore and take risks.
2.Embrace Marginalized Voices- Pay attention to the power, rank, the
mainstream, and the margins in each group. It’s not just ensuring
everyone at the table has a voice, it’s making sure the right people are
invited to the table in the first place.
3.Allow Everyone to Be Heard - Build meaningful relationships with
students and create classroom cultures that prioritize student voices.
4.Frame the Learning - Have students journal in response to a question,
article, video, quote, or song as a shared reference point.
5.Find Mentors, Models, and Support- It is impossible to do the rigorous,
messy work of social justice teaching without the benefit of the experience
of others.

Planning for Professional Learning –
Increasing Racial Literacy in Your School
Communities

4. The participant will construct an
action plan to support professional
learning for increased racial literacy at
their sites using elements of the
Accessing Student Voices protocol.
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Accessing Student Voices

Accessing Student Voices

1. Bring in all kinds of students.
2. Agree on a common purpose
(stated in the positive) – in this
case increasing racial literacy, etc.
3. Generate the right questions.
4. Engage with youth in problem
solving.
5. Make student opinions public.
Easton, L. B. (2015). Powerful designs for professional learning. Oxford, OH: Learning
Forward.

Accessing Student Voices

Easton, L. B. (2015). Powerful designs for professional learning. Oxford, OH: Learning
Forward.
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Planning for Professional Learning - Increasing
Racial Literacy in Your School Communities
1 st Number
2 nd Number
3 rd Number
4 th Number
5 th Number

3
0
5
2
4
1
Have you or a colleague
experienced racism or
other kind of discrimination
in your school community?

Planning for Professional Learning - Increasing
Racial Literacy in Your School Communities
1 st Number
2 nd Number
3 rd Number
4 th Number
5 th Number

3
0
5
2
4
1
Do you ever talk about
issues of race or class
with your colleagues or
students?
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Planning for Professional Learning - Increasing
Racial Literacy in Your School Communities
1 st Number
2 nd Number
3 rd Number
4 th Number
5 th Number

3
0
5
2
4
1
How can you access
student voices in your
school community to
increase racial literacy?

Planning for Professional Learning - Increasing
Racial Literacy in Your School Communities
1 st Number
2 nd Number
3 rd Number
4 th Number
5 th Number

3
0
5
2
4
1
What are some ways you
could increase racial
literacy among faculty,
staff, students, and
stakeholders?

Planning for Professional Learning - Increasing
Racial Literacy in Your School Communities

3
0
5
2
4
1
What did you learn during the World Café?
What surprised you or made you reflect?
What are you motivated to begin trying in
your school community immediately?
What are your long-term goals?
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“White ignorance is
not born of innocence,
is not benign and is
not simply a matter of
not knowing. White
ignorance is highly
effective at protecting
our investments in
racism and thus,
actively maintained in
the society at large.”
- Robin DiAngelo, p. 258

Debrief, Parking Lot Questions,
and Closure

Thank you!
Karyn.Allee-Herndon@ucf.edu
Annemarie.Kaczmarczyk@ucf.edu
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Primary Elementary Literature
Katz, K. (1999). The colors of us. New York: Henry Holt & Company.
Seven-year-old Lena is going to paint a picture of herself. She wants to use brown paint for her skin. But when she and her mother take a walk through the
neighborhood, Lena learns that brown comes in many different shades. Through the eyes of a little girl who begins to see her familiar world in a new way,
this book celebrates the differences and similarities that connect all people. (From Amazon)
Nagara, I. (2016). A is for activist. New York: Seven Stories Press.
A is for Activist is an ABC board book written and illustrated for the next generation of progressives: families who want their kids to grow up in a space
that is unapologetic about activism, environmental justice, civil rights, LGBTQ rights, and everything else that activists believe in and fight for. The
alliteration, rhyming, and vibrant illustrations make the book exciting for children, while the issues it brings up resonate with their parents' values of
community, equality, and justice. This engaging little book carries huge messages as it inspires hope for the future, and calls children to action while
teaching them a love for books. (From Amazon)
Tyler, M., & Csicsko, D. L. (2016). The skin you live in. Chicago, IL: Chicago Children’s Museum.
With the ease and simplicity of a nursery rhyme, this lively story delivers an important message of social acceptance to young readers. Themes associated
with child development and social harmony, such as friendship, acceptance, self-esteem, and diversity are promoted in simple and straightforward prose.
Vivid illustrations of children's activities for all cultures, such as swimming in the ocean, hugging, catching butterflies, and eating birthday cake are also
provided. This delightful picture book offers a wonderful venue through which parents and teachers can discuss important social concepts with their
children. (From Amazon)
•
•
•
•

Read alouds with discussion
Read and respond in journals with art or writing
Story retelling (i.e., readers’ theater, puppet play, dramatic play)
Activism action plans (i.e., class book)

Intermediate Elementary Literature
Seuss (2017). The sneetches and other stories. London: HarperCollins Children’s Books.
The Sneetches presents powerful arguments about the idiocy of racism and that pointless prejudice can be costly. This story passes a lesson of both vanity
and the ridiculousness of dividing society based on physical appearance. When the Sneetches lose the ability to differentiate between one another simply
by looking, they are forced to realize that they are all the same, whether a star is on the belly or not. (From Amazon)
Tonatiuh, D. (2014). Separate is never equal: Sylvia Mendez & her family’s fight for desegregation. New York: Abrams Books for Young Readers.
Tonatiuh makes excellent use of picture-book storytelling to bring attention to the 1947 California ruling against public-school segregation. The concise,
informative text discusses how being banned from enrolling in an Orange County grade school because of her skin tone and Mexican surname inspired
Sylvia Mendez’ family to fight for integrated schools. Soon they were joined by many others, including the NAACP and the Japanese American Citizens
League, which led to their hard-won victory. Tonatiuh’s multimedia artwork showcases period detail, such as the children’s clothing and the differences
between the school facilities, in his unique folk-art style. An endnote essay recapping the events, photos of Sylvia and her schools, and a glossary and
resource list for further research complete this thorough exploration of an event that is rarely taught. (From Booklist)
Taylor, M. D. (2003). Roll of thunder, hear my cry: Scholastic bookfiles. New York: Scholastic Reference.
Set in Mississippi at the height of the Depression, this is the story of one family's struggle to maintain their integrity, pride, and independence in the face of
racism and social injustice. And it is also Cassie's story—Cassie Logan, an independent girl who discovers over the course of an important year why
having land of their own is so crucial to the Logan family, even as she learns to draw strength from her own sense of dignity and self-respect. (From
Amazon)
•
•
•
•

Read alouds with discussion
Reading response journals
Literature Circles with anti-racism themes
Artistic interpretations and representations of social justice issues and inequities (i.e., art, music, poetry)

Middle School Literature
Watts, J. H. (2013). Kizzy Ann Stamps. Somerville, MA: Candlewick Press.
In 1963, as Kizzy Ann prepares for her first year at an integrated school, she worries about the color of her skin, the scar running from the corner of her
right eye to the tip of her smile, and whether anyone at the white school will like her. She writes letters to her new teacher in a clear, insistent voice, stating
her troubles and asking questions with startling honesty. The new teacher is supportive, but not everyone feels the same, so there is a lot to write about. Her
brother, James, is having a far less positive school experience than she is, and the annoying white neighbor boy won’t leave her alone. But Shag, her border
collie, is her refuge. Even so, opportunity clashes with obstacle. Kizzy Ann knows she and Shag could compete well in the dog trials, but will she be able to
enter? From Jeri Watts comes an inspiring middle-grade novel about opening your mind to the troubles and scars we all must bear — and facing life with
hope and trust. (Amazon)
Woodson, J. (2017). Brown girl dreaming. Waterville, ME: Thorndike Press, a part of Gale, a Cengage Company.
Raised in South Carolina and New York, Woodson always felt halfway home in each place. In vivid poems, she shares what it was like to grow up as an
African American in the 1960s and 1970s, living with the remnants of Jim Crow and her growing awareness of the Civil Rights movement. Touching and
powerful, each poem is both accessible and emotionally charged, each line a glimpse into a child’s soul as she searches for her place in the world.
Woodson’s eloquent poetry also reflects the joy of finding her voice through writing stories, despite the fact that she struggled with reading as a child. Her
love of stories inspired her and stayed with her, creating the first sparks of the gifted writer she was to become. (From Amazon)
•
•
•
•

Literature Circles with anti-racism themes
Artistic interpretations and representations of social justice issues and inequities (i.e., art, music, poetry)
Dialogue journals to engender trust and open conversations about inequalities
Student publications (i.e., research, fiction, poetry, op eds)

High School Literature
Draper, S. M. (2008). Fire from the rock. New York: Penguin Group (USA).
Sylvia is shocked and confused when she is asked to be one of the first black students to attend Central High School, which is scheduled to be integrated in
the fall of 1957, whether people like it or not. Before Sylvia makes her final decision, smoldering racial tension in the town ignites into flame. When the
smoke clears, she sees clearly that nothing is going to stop the change from coming. It is up to her generation to make it happen, in as many different ways
as there are colors in the world. (Amazon)
Thomas, A. (2017). The hate u give. Harper Collins Children’s Books.
Sixteen-year-old Starr Carter moves between two worlds: the poor neighborhood where she lives and the fancy suburban prep school she attends. The
uneasy balance between these worlds is shattered when Starr witnesses the fatal shooting of her childhood best friend Khalil at the hands of a police officer.
Khalil was unarmed. Soon afterward, his death is a national headline. Some are calling him a thug, maybe even a drug dealer and a gangbanger. Protesters
are taking to the streets in Khalil’s name. Some cops and the local drug lord try to intimidate Starr and her family. What everyone wants to know is:
what really went down that night? And the only person alive who can answer that is Starr. But what Starr does—or does not—say could upend her
community. It could also endanger her life. (From Amazon)
Reynolds, J. & Kiely, B. (2017). All American Boys. Atheneum/Caitlyn Dlouhy Books
In this New York Times bestselling novel, two teens—one black, one white—grapple with the repercussions of a single violent act that leaves their school,
their community, and, ultimately, the country bitterly divided by racial tension. (From Amazon)
•
•
•
•
•

Literature Circles with anti-racism themes
Dialogue journals to engender trust and open conversations about inequalities
Student publications (i.e., research, fiction, poetry, op eds)
Community involvement project/awareness raising
Multimedia awareness presentations/research projects

Additional Literature Resources
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

https://socialjusticebooks.org/booklists/
http://www.booksourcebanter.com/2017/08/18/social-justice-books-for-elementary-readers/
https://seattle.bibliocommons.com/list/share/200121216/675212937
https://humaneeducation.org/blog/2014/14-childrens-picture-books-exploring-race-racism/
https://ww2.kqed.org/mindshift/2017/07/06/7-books-that-teach-kids-about-social-justice-andactivism/
https://seattle.bibliocommons.com/list/share/200121216/675212937
https://www.barnesandnoble.com/blog/kids/8-empowering-middle-grade-novels-kids-interestedsocial-justice/

CHAPTER 1

Accessing Student Voices

Listening well to youth is not just a practice but a mindset.

B y K athleen Cushman

L

eila and Oscar, 11th-grade teachers in an urban high
school serving a high percentage of low-income
and minority students, meet every Thursday to
plan so that their courses (Leila’s in history, Oscar’s
in English) align as much as possible. This week, with the
SAT tests coming up, they have set aside time to talk about
the students they share — and, in particular, whether every
student is headed for college.
One difference this week: They’ve brought a dozen
students into their conversation. As everyone finds places at
desks pushed into an open rectangle, Oscar starts the conversation. “How’re you feeling about the test on Saturday?”
After 20 minutes of discussion, Sulimah has shared her
worry that, when she times herself on practice SATs, she only
gets through half of the questions. Daniela has revealed that
her parents, immigrants from the Dominican Republic, do
not want her to leave home to attend the university that

www.learningforward.org

has been sending her information. Marco has talked about
why an offer from the military recruiter seems enticing to
his family but not to him.
Several of the students give a long moan of agreement
after Alberto says that his father has put his foot down
on the subject of taking on debt for college. “He’s scared
because he doesn’t know enough about the whole college
thing,” Alberto says. “He doesn’t even want me to take
the SATs.”
Leila, the teacher who has been taking notes all the
while, looks around the circle. “It sounds like your focus here
is educating your families about college,” she says. “Shall we
take some time for you to generate some questions?”
Leila’s and Oscar’s students left that meeting with a plan.
It started with a protocol they had used many times in their
academic courses: producing their own questions, improving
those questions, and then strategizing how to use them.
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In this case, the question they came up with was “What
do our families need to know for us to succeed in college?”
They came up with the idea to organize an assembly in
which recent graduates would come and speak with current
students and their parents about the obstacles to college
and the ways to overcome them. They planned to conduct
a survey of their peers about the college access issues they
were facing. The next day, they asked for a meeting with
the guidance counselor and the principal. The next month,
they analyzed the data they had gathered and prepared a
presentation in both Spanish and English. Two months later,
they were on the stage of a crowded auditorium, speaking
to an audience of parents and peers. By turning their ideas
into action, they became agents of change in their own lives,
their school, and their community.
These two teachers work in a school that takes seriously
its commitment to accessing student voices. For some years,
its leadership has recognized that everyone wants a school
that brings out the best in both young people and adults.
After years of patient work, everybody can see the results in
action. For example:
• Students are now routinely included in formal planning
and their perspectives and ideas show up in both policy
and practice.
• Classroom teachers and students participate in a
mid-semester formative assessment of how they are
meeting their shared responsibility for a productive
learning environment.
• The curriculum includes an elective course in youth
leadership offered every semester for social studies
credit, and students from the higher grades act as
teaching assistants.
Joaquin, the principal here for five years now, graduated from the city’s public schools himself; he can remember
pushing back against adults in his own youth. Now he
starts every academic year by asking faculty to reflect on the
moments when they began to cross the line from childhood
into adulthood.
“That transition is what we’re here for,” he always
tells his staff. “How are we going to support those
growing-up moments in the life of every single student in
the school?”
Joaquin began a push to make allies of students
who were not recognized leaders in the school, rather than
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recruiting only those who fit the standard mold. He pulled
together a group of young male students who often had
roles in the school’s disciplinary incidents. They meet in the
gym’s weight room every morning before school. “There’s
no agenda,” he said. “We just lift. Pretty cool. I’m doing a
lot of listening. They’ve got a lot to say.”
He grinned. “We’ve started calling our group the
Revolutionary Leaders. I want them to be the ones who turn
that suspension rate around.”

Overview
The most important partners in the mission of any
school are its students. If their schools do not hear their
voices, respect their perspectives, and use their energies,
young people will ally themselves with some other group that
does. A profound gap may then open between the adults’
school and that of the kids — two cultures (or more) in an
uneasy tension that invites continual repression and resistance. On the other hand, when educators trust students to
help construct and shape their learning environment, they
support students’ growing agency and engagement.
Although this book is about designs, accessing student
voices is really more of a mindset, perspective, or attitude
on the part of everybody in the building. It requires practice
in inviting and asking questions, listening closely, building
trust and respect, and taking action with students. It requires
more than just individual ideas and initiatives like those of
Leila, Oscar, and Joaquin.
This chapter is based on the work of the nonprofit What
Kids Can Do (WKCD), which centers on the learning of
youth between the ages of 12 and 24. WKCD has documented the successful efforts of educators who integrated
student voices into the most important work of their schools.
Like WKCD, this chapter aims:
• To promote the habit of consulting students on matters
affecting their schooling;
• To stimulate productive youth-adult discourse and
action regarding their learning environment; and
• To provide mutually respectful protocols for accessing
and acting on student input.
These purposes serve both the driving forces of
adolescent development and the interests of the school.
Adolescents have a pressing need to establish identity, agency,
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History of Student Voice
Since John Dewey first advocated for democracy in educa-

Largely, that research has focused on five main forms of

tion (1916), educators and youth have pressed for active

student participation: student councils; temporary school

participation by students in matters affecting their school-

working groups; classroom decision making; school

ing. In 1959, the United Nations Convention on the Rights

decision making; and multiple types of decision-making

of the Child declared that those under eighteen have the

environments (Mager & Nowak, 2012). Sometimes it

right to express their opinions and to have those opinions

emphasizes the importance of student voice to citizenship

heard and acted upon when appropriate (United Nations,

education (Holdsworth, 2000); indeed, a movement of

1960). The 1960s and 1970s saw the “student power”

democratic schools supports this purpose (Apple & Beane,

movement emerge among the youth of that politicized

1999). In addition, many educators emphasize the funda-

generation. By the turn of the 21st century, efforts to

mental part that student voice plays in school improvement

involve students more directly in school decisions had

as the perspectives of students provide useful insights

increased significantly and a new body of academic

regarding problems and their possible solutions (Cook-

research was exploring its effects.

Sather, 2006; Levin, 2000; Yonezawa & Makeba, 2007).

and autonomy; educators have a vested interest in students’
developing self-regulation in their learning. To reach these
goals requires the same kind of continual professional learning that teachers need in their academic disciplines. In this
case, that means regular opportunities for adults in the
school to increase their expertise about accessing the voices
and energies of youth.
For example, abundant research has shown the connection between student voice activities and the conditions
that support cognitive development in adolescence. As
young people practice planning, making decisions about,
and evaluating matters that affect them and others, they
strengthen the executive functions of their brains and acquire
a growing sense of agency (Toshalis & Nakkula, 2012). At
the same time, they are expanding their competencies in
intellectual, psychological, social, emotional, and physical
domains and learning to apply those skills to real-world
situations (Mitra, 2009a).
Varieties of student voice
Adults in school often hold a range of attitudes and
expectations when they propose to access student voice. For
example, they may regard student voice as:
• Opportunities for youth to express their perspectives,
providing data to school leaders (e.g. via surveys, focus
groups, consultations, or other feedback protocols);
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•

Students’ formal participation, partnership, and shared
responsibility and accountability with adults in making
and carrying out decisions; and
• Students’ direct leadership in deciding, designing, and
implementing change efforts, with adults as mentors,
guides, and resource providers.
Toshalis and Nakkula (2013) have described this as a
spectrum of student-voice-oriented activity (see Figure 1 on
p. 50), most of which takes place toward the “expression”
end rather than the “leadership” end (p. 195).
As the activity grows more toward partnership,
activism, and leadership, it poses increasing challenges
to the adult power structure. The need arises to develop
capacity among both youth and adults, including providing time and resources for rich conversations about the
principles, values, and practical implications of such adultyouth collaborations.
Learning to Listen
This chapter concerns itself not just with accessing
student voice (that is, how to get students talking with
adults) but learning to listen to students in ways that both
acknowledge and promote their role as a transformative
force in education. As Michael Fielding (2001) has pointed
out, this involves not just the skills of respectful dialogue
but also complicated issues of how adults and students
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regard and behave with each other in their daily encounters.
In addition, organizational systems, routines, and spaces
(such as the details of who meets when, where, and why)
send signals to students about whether their perspectives
are taken seriously.
Let’s leave it to this high school student named
RaShawn to describe the positive results he saw as his school
began to make that process their own:
When adults give us more responsibility than
they usually would — other people might call it
challenging us — they show that they trust us to
accomplish it. Giving us more say in our education
means that they think we’re capable. They trust us
to make the right decisions about our learning,

about our daily experiences at school. That would
be a huge benefit to the entire student body, rather
than a liability for the administration.

Rationale
Whatever adults are working on in a school, it goes
better when they regard students as stakeholders and change
agents. Research and on-the-ground experience make clear
the rewards in key areas such as classroom behavior, school
climate and culture, school restructuring, community connections, and student achievement (Fielding, 2001). Even
more critical, student voice is closely linked with young
learners’ sense of agency, affecting their motivation and

Figure 1: The Spectrum of Student Voice-Oriented Activity
Students
articulating their
perspectives

Students involved as stakeholders

Students
directing collective
activities

Students as collaborators

Students as
leaders of change

Students as
data sources
Expression

Consultation

Participation

Partnership

Activism

Leadership

Volunteering
opinions, creating
art, celebrating,
complaining,
praising, objecting

Being asked for
their opinion,
providing feedback, serving on
a focus group,
completing a
survey

Attending meetings or events
in which decisions are made,
frequent inclusion
when issues
are framed and
actions planned

Formalized role
in decision
making, standard
operations require
(not just invite)
student involvement, adults are
trained in how to
work collaboratively with youth
partners

Identifying problems, generating
solutions, organizing responses,
agitating and/
or educating for
change both in
and outside of
school contexts

(Co-) Planning,
making decisions
and accepting
significant
responsibility for
outcomes, (co-)
guiding group
processes, (co-)
conducting
activities

Most student voice activity in schools/
classrooms resides at this end of the
spectrum

The need for adults to share authority, demonstrate
trust, protect against co-optation, learn from students,
and handle disagreement increases from left to right.
Students’ influence, responsibility, and decisionmaking roles increase from left to right.

From Prioritizing motivation and engagement by E. Toshalis, and M.J. Nakkula, M. J, 2013, p. 195. In Anytime, anywhere: Student-centered
learning for schools and teachers by R.E. Wolfe, A. Steinberg, and N. Hoffman (Eds). Used with permission.
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engagement and their growth in cognitive, behavioral, and
social-emotional domains (Toshalis & Nakkula, 2012).
Professional learning that focuses on accessing student
voices can help educators integrate into their daily practice
the engagement of students in powerful learning and
purposeful action.
Some school leaders routinely access student voices so
they can align policies, practices, and programs with the
interests and needs of youth. Their efforts take place on a
spectrum of activities along which the roles, responsibilities,
and decision-making authority of students grow (Toshalis
& Nakkula, 2013). For example, even the opportunity to
express their views or give feedback on school or classroom
decisions increases young people’s sense of ownership, attachment, membership, and agency (Mitra, 2009b; Rudduck,
Demetriou, & Pedder, 2003). When their involvement
extends to larger issues (for example, participation in the
teacher evaluation process, or action on community issues
that affect the school), it has positive effects on both the
effort itself and students’ development as leaders (Levin,
2000; Mitra & Gross, 2009).
Youth, practitioners, and researchers alike have noted
that many actions intended to bring students to the table fall
flat. Their purpose and process may tokenize student voice
and participation or limit their responsibility for governance.
For example, a student council often primarily exists to plan
social events like proms and pep rallies. Efforts grounded
in a mutually respectful inquiry process regard students’
experiences, perspectives, participation, and leadership
as indispensable.

Steps
Students do not typically think of school in terms of
design. They come to school because they have to. They come
to see their friends. They know they had better come if they
want to do well in life. And, if at school they find adults who
acknowledge them as interesting people and help them try
new things, they also come to work side by side with those
adults and to learn the habits they will live by.
When educators create the conditions for that to happen, they gain an invaluable asset in the work of the school.
For young people themselves, it will make all the difference
in developing the crucial sense of agency that will carry
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them forward into a productive adult life. Both those two
enormous benefits will depend on adult members of
the school community listening well to students’ voices,
especially in the adolescent years.
What helps youth talk thoughtfully with us about their
learning environments? How can schools make a habit of
bringing them to the table? How can adults avoid trivializing
their input? Here are six steps that What Kids Can Do found
essential for accessing student voices as it documented the
successful efforts of educators who integrated student voices
into the most important work of their schools.
As you and your students follow these steps or develop
your own and share them with others in collegial conversations, slowly but surely, you will be transforming the culture
of your school.
Step 1: Bring in all kinds of students
Each school may have a different profile, but all schools
have students who arrive with unique characteristics and challenges. When educators want to access student voices, they
are usually tempted to go right to the ones who are already
easiest to work with: high academic achievers, athletes,
popular kids who speak out and stand up readily to lead.
Those students make an important contribution, for
sure. But at least as much as educators need them to invest
in the adult and student partnership, they need students who
struggle academically. They need kids who seem alienated
or apathetic. They need shy students and those who act out
and get in trouble. They need students who never speak
up at all.
With the exquisite social consciousness of “who’s in”
and “who’s out,” some students step up to lead their peers
in ways that compromise the culture of the school, such as
skipping school, fighting, or bullying. Others, marginalized
by their differences, do their best to disappear. Whoever
they are, whatever their individual circumstances, educators
need to access the voices of them all: artistic types, computer
geeks, LGBT youth, English language learners, disabled
students, everyone.
Building relationships one by one will make that happen. Every student in the school must have at least one
adult who knows the student very well. Whatever you do
to get there — convening advisory groups, looping with the
same students through two or more years, team-teaching
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to reduce the student load, making home visits — the goal
is for all students to feel that someone is listening and that
they can speak the truth. Getting to know students’ personal
stories — where they come from, where they live, their
aspirations, dreams, challenges, and barriers — is the single
most important strategy to reach that goal.
On the wall of a faculty room, staff members in one
school posted a large chart bearing the name of every student
in the school. With highlighter pens, staff members marked
a student’s name if they knew that student well. Within a
week, teachers realized that many students were unknown in
a meaningful way to anyone. Their next steps were clear to
all. Day by day, as teachers went out of their way to seek out
and make connections with “invisible” students, the weak
links in this school’s culture began to strengthen.
Many classroom teachers make connections with their
students by giving out a simple questionnaire at the start
of any course. While gathering information on their prior
experience with the material, the survey also invites sharing
of information, concerns, attitudes, and potential obstacles
to engagement. It is an important step in building relationships in the service of learning (see Online Resource 1.1:
Student questionnaire for motivation & mastery).
By staying aware of what students are thinking, both
the positive and negative, school adults create a culture that
lends itself to collaboration with youth. Ways that schools
cast the net wide to engage students include:
• Advisory groups;
• Student questionnaires at the start of a course, asking
about students’ interests, concerns, expertise, and life
outside school;
• Weekly reflective journals in academic courses, where
students can write questions, concerns, and ideas;
• Connecting academic skills (e.g. survey research and
statistics) with issues students care about;
• Midterm feedback from students to teachers on how a
course is going;
• Drop-in hours at the principal’s office;
• Monthly grade-level meetings where students can talk
about issues with the principal;
• Leadership classes open to all students;
• Support for a student newspaper or website; and
• Events at which students can share their interests or
expertise with an audience of peers and adults.
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Step 2: Agree on a common purpose
What’s the issue that brings adults and youth together?
What problems do educators want to address with students
as key partners? Step 1 will have brought you a steady flow
of both formal and informal communication about student
concerns. In addition, you as adults will have your own
priorities and pressures. Some examples of issues on which
adults and students have collaborated in schools:
• Attendance or lateness;
• Classroom or hallway behaviors;
• School safety (fighting, bullying, harassment, etc.);
• Student expression (speech, dress, dance, etc.);
• Transportation and parking;
• Open or closed campus policies;
• Food issues (access, quality, timing);
• Bathroom conditions;
• Community mentorships;
• Time for supported study;
• Access to health care or counseling;
• Physical plant of the school (capacity, conditions,
upkeep, etc.);
• Student load of the teachers;
• Overcrowded classes;
• English-language learning issues;
• Student-led parent conferences;
• Testing policies and conditions;
• Teacher hiring and evaluation;
• Mutual mid-semester feedback on teaching and learning;
• Access to technology;
• Arts in the curriculum;
• Learning outside the school walls;
• Scope of extracurricular activities;
• Student social events;
• School fundraising; and
• District-level quality reviews.
Many factors will influence what issue you will choose
as the focus of collaboration with students. Perhaps a crisis
has arisen that school leadership must address immediately.
Perhaps new information from students has alerted you to a
condition you hope to address before it develops into a more
serious problem. Perhaps your school already has set forth
an improvement process that advances in stages through a
number of focus areas.
Whatever the situation, school leadership has the
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responsibility to select the focus that makes most sense, given
your school context and goals. As Rob Evans (2001) reminds
educators, focusing on everything at once will get them nowhere. Instead, as Daniel Rothstein and Luz Santana (2012)
of the Right Question Institute suggest, adult leaders should:
1. Identify the target area of concern and its chief emphasis.
2. State it briefly and simply, but not as a question.
3. Not reveal their own bias or preferences.
For example, students and adults may have communicated their dissatisfaction with the lunchroom conditions at
your school. How you frame the focus of your collaboration
can make a big difference in the quality of student input you
will get. For example,
Ineffective focus: “How can we stop food fights
in the lunchroom?” By beginning with their own
question, adult leaders here are dominating the
discourse in which they hope students will join.
By revealing their own bias as to the problem, they
take away an important opportunity for youth to
start talking and thinking along with adults and to
collaboratively generate questions that arise from
the lunchroom situation.
Effective focus: “Improving lunchroom conditions.” This states the issue briefly and simply, but
not as a question. It leaves to Step 3 the process
of youth and adults generating questions that will
lead to research and action.
If educators shut kids up, they only shut them down.
But when young people see that adults consistently invite
their perspectives, they begin to talk more openly and seriously with adults. Step 2 combines with Step 3 to build a
framework of cooperation with those you depend on to
create a positive learning environment in your school.
Step 3: Generate the right questions
The most powerful learning happens for young people
and adults when they come up with their own questions and
want to answer them. However, a long tradition of teachers
asking the questions has atrophied that skill among students.
For youth voices to make a real contribution to a school,
everyone needs practice in generating questions that prompt
broad and creative thinking together.
A wonderful resource for those bringing a range of
voices to the complex issues schools encounter is the book
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Make Just One Change (Rothstein & Santana, 2012). Using
its simple protocols, anyone — youth, adults, or a combination — can quickly learn to generate, improve, and prioritize
questions in order to plan for research and action.
Through years of empowering thousands of diverse
people to participate actively in school and community
affairs, Rothstein and Santana (2012) developed four basic
rules for generating powerful questions in less than half
an hour. (Their Question Formulation Technique took so
much research that it rightly bears a trademark!) The rules
go like this:
1. Ask as many questions as you can.
2. Do not stop to discuss, judge, or answer any question.
3. Write down every question exactly as it is stated.
4. Change any statement into a question. (see Online
Resource 1.2: Experiencing the Question Formulation
Technique)
Why do these rules matter so much in accessing
student voices? They free up young people to ask about
what’s really on their minds. They protect novices from
judgments that could silence them. All questions receive
the same respect. Yet the process insists on intellectual
discipline: when a question arrives in statement form, it gets
reframed right away.
By using this process to bring student voices into
conversations about school, educators level the playing
field. Here are some areas where this strategy has had
powerful effects:
• Classroom teaching and learning, as students worked to
frame their questions about important concepts. (For
example, “How do we know how tall a mountain is?”)
• Classroom culture, as students learned to assess what
they have learned and where they will go next. (For
example, “How can I demonstrate my progress in
this semester?”)
• School culture, as students questioned the policies that
regulate them. (For example, “How does what we wear
affect our learning?”)
• District-level issues, as students pressed for representation in bureaucratic processes. (For example, “What role
should students play in evaluating public schools?”)
Once educators have agreed on clear questions about the
issues that matter in classrooms and schools, they are far better equipped for the next step, coming to solutions together.
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Step 4: Engage with youth in problem solving
What do we know and from what sources do we know it?
What do we still need to know? How can we find out? What
new questions do we have? What next steps can we try? (Lieber,
2009). As students take up a question, identify and build on
what they know, test their ideas, work with evidence, and
revise their views, they will be acquiring content knowledge
as well as critical thinking skills.
That is one big reason that accessing student voices
matters so much in schools. It aligns perfectly with the
intellectual goals and academic behaviors that form the core
of a good school’s curriculum and instruction.
Of course, youth will inevitably have ideas that adults
may not agree with.
“Something as simple as allowing kids to wear hats can
make a big difference in how students feel about school,”
one student told What Kids Can Do. “They say wearing hats
disrupts class. Other things disrupt class, like cell phones
and bringing food into class, but not hats.”
To some adults, remarks like this might seem like a
complaint from youth intent on resisting authority. But
adults can also see the hat problem as exactly the kind of
problem-solving that they want to see students take up:
non-routine, multi-dimensional, dynamic, and (at least
partly) open-ended. To address a problem like the hat
problem would require youth to develop critical thinking
and executive skills like these:
• Sizing up situations;
• Examining assumptions;
• Finding information;
• Coordinating actions; and
• Knowing when to seek help.
Young people’s capacity for flexibility and negotiation
also grows from the give and take that results. When they
offer their ideas, youth and adults will have to go back
together to consider their options, agree on a plan, put it into
action, evaluate the results, and revisit the issue for the next
cycle of problem-solving.
As adults model and support that process, adolescents
develop the crucial sense of agency — the initiative and
capacity to act in a desired direction or toward their desired
goals. Their attachment and feeling of belonging to the school
community grows with every opportunity students have to
act as agents of change in their own learning environment.
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And as every educator knows, new problems will be
presenting themselves every day. It’s just part of the life of
a school.
Step 5: Make student opinions public
Educators access student voices in many contexts,
including quiet spaces where individual students share
their experiences with their teachers and mentors. Many
good things come from such one-to-one communication.
However, when youth perspectives gain traction with a
larger audience, students begin to see themselves even more
as agents of change.
In 2006, students in a leadership class at an urban high
school in Boston had an idea for a video project. They had
noticed that their peers in nearby suburban schools had
better teachers, more interesting classes, and a far better
record of going on to college. They proposed to go into
those schools and interview students and teachers to find
out why — and to prompt changes at their own school. The
12-minute video they produced has now been used many
hundreds of times by schools around the country as food
for thought about the “opportunity gap” that low-income
youth routinely experience. In a related research interview
for What Kids Can Do, two young people described their
perceptions as follows:
Bohb: They expect us to go far enough that we
graduate, but I don’t think they have too many high
hopes. Like, “Oh yeah, I know he’s going to go to
Harvard one day, he’s going to be great.” I don’t
think they have those kinds of expectations of us.
Mekiesha: In our school, it’s more or less, you finish
with high school, are you going to get a job, are you
going to join the military, there must be other
options out there for you besides college. And
that’s wrong. It’s wrong when your teachers are not
motivating you to go on, and above.
Educators can open the door to those wider opportunities in several ways, such as encouraging students to reach
out to other students, to reach out to the school community,
or to report to the larger community.
Students can reach out to other students. Let the
students set the parameters on what’s appropriate for a public
discourse. That will lead to them taking more responsibility
and an even deeper discussion about rights and responsibilities.
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Once students trust that they really are at the table with
adults, they will make fair deals.
For example, one principal asked students to form a task
force that would come up with a new dress code for their
school. Students said they appreciated being part of the process of creating the rules. “Give us a chance to do away with
the rules that don’t make sense,” one student commented,
“and, believe me, we will truly honor the ones that do.”
Projects that get people talking about issues that matter to students do not have to be expensive. In one school
hallway display, young people took on the problem of dropouts by using poster board and markers to communicate
to their peers how much they cared whether others came
to school.
Students can reach out to the school community.
Students at one urban high school gave a talk about college access at an assembly for parents, teachers, and other
students. Read the following excerpts from interviews in
which they presented their case, and ask yourself: What did
it take to prepare them to stand up and speak to that group?
Student #1: For many high school students, college
seems a distant dream. While 65% of white high
school graduates continue on to college, only 56%
of African-American. . . .
Student #2: Many low-income students decide
early on that they do not have enough money for
college or the skills to succeed once there.
Student #3: Sure, college costs a lot of money. But
there are resources available that can make funding
your college education possible. . . .
Student #4: Keeping your grades up and preparing
for the SATs and ACTs is hard work, but college
doesn’t just guarantee you a better job… .
Student #5: There are a lot of hurdles on the road
to a higher education. As long as you stay focused,
anything is possible.
Students at Central High School in Providence, Rhode
Island knew very well that their community considered
Central to be a failing school. But they also knew that a
lot of great things were going on in their classrooms. They
decided to interview teachers and students about important
questions — and then they mounted their own website to
reach adults and other students in the community. It made
the local paper (What Kids Can Do, 2006).
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Students can report to the community. As students
gain experience and confidence, they will step up and out
to do action research on important community problems.
San Francisco students saw school enrollment dropping
because affordable housing was shrinking in their city, for
example. They made a video about it and took it to the city
planning board.
In San Antonio, heavy city traffic caused problems for
students who used bicycles or cars to get to school. Their
social studies class investigated traffic patterns and made
recommendations to the city council that would allay
the congestion.
As educators open their minds to students’ perspectives,
increasingly they will find common ground about things
that matter to both youth and adults. That process can
start anywhere — even just by saying “How’s it going?”—
and meaning it. Trusting relationships begin to form, and
learning builds on both sides.
Elijah: When I look at my teachers I think about
how they were as a kid, if they thought the same
way that we think, what they would do about
certain things like . . . I wonder like how . . . like
if certain of my teachers partied or like how they
were as kids, like if they were hippies back in the
day or just like how they were. [laughs]. (What
Kids Can Do, Inc., n.d.-a)
Elijah: The teacher, she would . . . just how she
would act to us. Like she would try to be on terms
with us. Like she would relate to us teenagers like,
“Oh, put your phone away.” Instead of like most
teachers would take a student’s phone. They’d be
like, “Oh, put your phone away,” or “Text later,”
or something like that. Or just you know, “Get
your work done.” But not sayin’ it in like a manner where they’re sort of abusing their authority,
but where they kind of understand where you’re
comin’ from. Like, “Oh, you can text your mom
later,” or something like that. (What Kids Can
Do, Inc., n.d.-b)
In an interview for a What Kids Can Do research
project, another student added,
Genesis: One of the common grounds is that we
are, after all, teenagers. And some of them might
deny, “No, I was never a child; I was never a kid.”
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But they were teenagers too, and we still have
common problems. They might not be the same
exact problem, but problems with parents, problems with friends, boyfriends, and stuff like that.
We still have all those common problems. It might
not be the same specific thing, but they’ve been
through it. So we have that in common.

Variations
The previous section contained many variations on
the general idea of how to access student voices. The only
elements that define the integrity of the process are question generation, active listening, and collaborative action by
students with adults as partners and mentors.
A rich archive of examples and resources to spark
your own ideas appears in Student and Youth Voice: Asking, Listening, and Taking Action, (What Kids Can Do,
n.d.-c) a special collection on the “What Kids Can Do”
website (http://www.whatkidscando.org/specialcollections/
student_voice/index.html).

Challenges and how to address them
Work like this isn’t easy to do.
One of the hardest challenges for educators is to find
the sweet spot between too much and too little adult participation. Too much adult involvement, and student voice
loses its authenticity and its power to involve youth as true
problem solvers and stakeholders. Too little, and student
voice can become diffuse, exclusive, and ineffective.
Many adults harbor uneasy feelings that adolescents — impulsive, inexperienced, immature, resistant
to authority — are too young to trust with the important
things. Aren’t they in school because they don’t know
that much?
Still, for each “Yes, but” there is a “Yes, because” that
will trump those worries every time. Here are the top three:
1. Student voice is a democracy issue. Every country needs
active citizens, so adults must give young people practice
in the habits of active citizens.
2. Student voice is a youth development issue. Every
country needs effective leaders, so adults must develop
the strengths of future leaders.
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3.

Student voice lies at the heart of their learning. The
science of cognition makes this very clear: unless adults
listen to young people, they cannot build on what
young people experience and believe.
That third reason offers adults a helpful way to shift
perspective when they would rather bypass the challenge of
really listening to youth.
Think back for a few moments on a time when you
really learned something that mattered to you. Was it
learning to drive? Mastering something on the computer?
Speaking a new language? Playing a sport?
If you are human, somewhere in that experience you
were grappling with questions like these:
• What am I good at?
• What do others think of me?
• What do others expect of me?
• Where do I want to go with my life?
These are the central questions of adolescent development, arising as young people ask themselves, “Who am I?”
But those same questions are often on the minds of adults.
Everybody is risking something as they learn together
around that table. For adults, it can feel threatening when
students are given a voice in what happens at school. And
for students, it can feel fake. Both adults and students need
to come with open minds and open hearts, willing to work
with and learn from each other.
“In the end, students do have power, I guess,” 16-year
old Karima said in an interview. She continued:
The problem is that we don’t really know how to
use it. And as soon as we start using it, acting like
adults, speaking like equals, our teachers don’t want
us to talk to them like we’re the same. As students
and teachers, we need to learn how to use our
power with each other respectfully, to appreciate
each other.

Conclusion
To have meaningful effects in a school community,
accessing student voice must:
• Be inclusive, beginning with the premise that everyone
has membership;
• Be woven into the daily fabric of school (and reach far
beyond afterschool clubs and “one-off” events);
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•
•
•

Target substantive issues;
Involve asking and listening by all parties; and
Lead to constructive action (“Student and youth voice:
Asking, listening, and taking action,” n.d., para. #3).
If young people are to be thoughtful stakeholders in
improving teaching and learning, they need adult allies
and mentors — and they need attentive adult listeners.
Students find real value in meetings and talking without
adults present. But the target here is to energize adults and
youth together, in the same room, through conversations
and debate.
As this chapter opened, Leila, Oscar, and Joaquin played
their parts in creating that energy. When a whole school sets
its sights on making the shift from “either-or” to “together,”
adults and students both reap the benefits.
“What matters to us more than any one question is a
school that takes student voices seriously,” one high school
student said in a research interview. “Such a school would
look a lot more cooperative. Everybody would be a role
model for each other, everybody would try something new,
and we’d each get to share our talents.”
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TEACHING TIP

Using Literacy Approaches to Begin
the Conversation on Racial Illiteracy
Annemarie Kaczmarczyk, Karyn A. Allee-Herndon,
Sherron Killingsworth Roberts
Using literacy instruction to address racial illiteracy can empower teachers
and students to start and continue vital conversations on inequality and
encourage social justice advocacy in the classroom.

“R

racial bias and a preference for whites (Baron &
Banaji, 2006; Jordan & Hernandez-Reif, 2009; Shutts,
2015; Zinser, Rich, & Bailey, 1981), yet attitudes toward race evolve when students are engaged in racial
literacy lessons (Lazar & Offenberg, 2011). Therefore,
addressing racial illiteracy through literacy instruction is critical (Boutte, Lopez-Robertson, & Powers-
Costello, 2011; Priest et al., 2016; Roy, 2017).
Teachers of all races and ethnicities, especially
white teachers like us (the authors), must be willing
to be vocal allies for students and families of color,
actively addressing racial illiteracy through anti-
racist education. We must be willing to be uncomfortable, to listen, to check our assumptions, to take
risks, to speak up, and to teach all students about
racism.

acism is among t he most emot ionally
and politically charged issues in society”
(DiAngelo, 2012, p. 19), but it is especially
important for educators to take a hard look at the
impact of racism on our educational system, our
students, and our role in perpetuating structures
that prevent children from reaching their full potential. Because roughly 80% of educators are middle-
class white women (National Center for Education
Statistics, 2013) and students are increasingly racially and ethnically diverse, white teachers have the
most to learn and often operate from a position of
power in school communities.
The purpose of this teaching tip is to support
elementary teachers in the thoughtful, deliberate use of literacy strategies to facilitate dialogue
about racism and social justice advocacy. If white
educators are committed to working toward racial
justice, this means taking a hard look in the mirror for self-examination and exploring how to create
a classroom community where potentially difficult
conversations about racial inequality are supported
in a safe, nonjudgmental space.

Addressing Race Through
Literacy Instruction
We, as literacy educators and recent elementary
classroom teachers, have the perfect venues to address race by sharing appropriate picture books,

Racial Illiteracy
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Racial illiteracy (DiAngelo, 2012) includes discomfort
that stems from engaging in authentic dialogue with
people of color and a denial of both racial inequalities and how individuals benefit from systemic white
dominance in society. Racial illiteracy prevents us
from building and sustaining authentic relationships
across racial lines. Addressing this work in our classrooms is an especially important task because prior
research has revealed that teachers’ implicit biases
negatively affect instruction (Hollingworth, 2009;
Mason, 2017). Students as young as preschool e
 xhibit
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facilitating literature circles, and using dialogue
journals to begin important conversations about race
and social justice in our literacy lessons. Although
these literacy strategies may not be new, they have
a proven impact. Coupling powerful literacy instruction with books that evoke thoughts and feelings
about race and social justice can aid teachers in facilitating these much-needed conversations.

Using Picture Books to
Promote Conversation
At first, primary grades may seem inappropriate for
anti-r acism discussions and social justice awareness work, but young students often have an innate
sense of fairness that enhances many developmentally appropriate resources. The richness of multicultural literature provides excellent fodder for
conversations to improve racial literacy and deepen
students’ awareness of activism and inequity (Lazar
& Offenberg, 2011). Collaboratively reading The Name
Jar by Yangsook Choi allowed our students to tell personal stories about their names, giving respect to the
uniqueness of each name across the many cultures
represented in our class. Conversational shifts from
color blindness or color preference to an awareness
of color in the classroom can benefit all (Boutte et al.,
2011; Priest et al., 2016; Roy, 2017). However, teachers’ implicit biases or resistances to acknowledging
systemic racism can diminish the effects of anti-
racism education, culturally competent pedagogy, or
multicultural literature (Hollingworth, 2009; Mason,
2017). Safe, effective conversations depend on teachers knowing that normalizing whiteness likely shuts
down important explorations of past and present racial diversity, power, and oppression.
Books such as A Is for Activist by Innosanto Nagara
and The Colors of Us by Karen Katz support conversations about fairness, equity, opportunities, and
feelings before, during, and after reading. Literacy
strategies, including predicting, picture walks, webbing, and concept mapping, engage students during
read-alouds. Students could emulate A Is for Activist
by making a class book (Graves, 2003), with each
student contributing an idea for advocating social
justice or for including everyone. After reading The
Colors of Us, students may illustrate posters outlining personal action plans or write and draw feelings
about inequality in journals. Story retellings and
dramatic play showing social injustice scenarios,
such as The Story of Ruby Bridges by Robert Coles, create and maintain safe, accepting classrooms. Some

of our students extended this true story of public school integration by going on a related Google
Lit Trip (http://googlelittrips.org). Google Lit Trips
use Google Earth to take students to both real and
imagined settings, with meaningful activities interspersed throughout.

Extending the Conversation With
Literature Circles
Literature circles (Daniels, 2002; Peralta-Nash & Dutch,
2000; Peterson & Eeds, 1987/2007) engage students in
authentic conversations about racial inequality. By
choosing their books, students have both ownership
and agency. Literature circles allow students to take
charge of their conversations, hold themselves and
one another accountable, and create projects such as
letters or posters on issues of race, equity, and privilege. Some titles with interesting themes for literature circles include Separate Is Never Equal by Duncan
Tonatiuh and even The Sneetches and Other Stories by Dr.
Seuss. Drita, My Homegirl by Jenny Lombard addresses
issues of power and friendship among people of color
and other marginalized groups with a lighthearted
but poignant tone. While reading Roll of Thunder, Hear
My Cry by Mildred D. Taylor, we gave students the
Life Connections and Conversations bookmark (see
Figure 1) to scaffold their salient conversations about
race and racism. This bookmark begins conversations
about vicarious characters and provides a natural,
easier entry into more difficult conversations about
today’s social justice themes.

Journaling to Personalize the Conversation
Dialogue journals (Peyton & Reed, 1990; Reed & Peyton,
1987) are another way to integrate anti-racism education with literacy instruction using authentic writing
activities. Dialogue journals are informal written conversations between students or between the student
and the teacher on topics of mutual interest. Dialogue
journals, in combination with literature circles, extend
and enrich meaningful conversations about inequities, social justice, and ways to advocate for positive
change. Numerous online resources for teachers are
available to generate anti-racism and social justice
prompts for journaling. The New York Times provided
650 writing prompts to reflect on topics related to
race and ethnicity and to engender safe discussion:
With what race do you most identify? Have there ever
been circumstances wherein you tried to hide your
racial identity? How do you feel and act when you
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Figure 1
Life Connections and Conversations Bookmark

interact with people of other races or ethnic identities? (Gonchar, 2016). Establishing a safe environment
includes realizing that what feels comfortable to
some may make others feel vulnerable. In alignment,
these written conversations offer powerful means of
rehearsing solutions and engaging in authentic anti-
racist dialogue to eradicate racial illiteracy. Teachers
could use similar prompts following a reading of Kizzy
Ann Stamps by Jeri Watts to have students reflect on
their identities.

Taking the Conversation
to a Broader Audience
Focusing more intently on the writing process, students in our classes worked to publish their own
pieces about injustice, inequality, racism, and other
forms of systemic oppression. After reading We Were
There, Too! Young People in U.S. History by Phillip Hoose,
readers individually wrote noteworthy phrases that
resonated with them on big sheets of paper that were
later reassembled into poems. Whereas classroom or
school publications allow important local conversations, teachers can support students to publish to
broader audiences. To effect change and persuade
communities toward inclusive practices, students
can write collaboratively in pairs or small groups to
publish related op-ed pieces, poems, and other narrative, informative, or persuasive pieces in online or
print media.
As teachers, we love engaging students of all ages
in rich research-focused projects. In one classroom
welcoming immigrants from Latin America and the
Caribbean, teachers invited students to research
primary sources (Library of Congress, n.d.); one
group chose the history of Indo-Caribbean families.
Students discovered interesting aspects of their personal genealogies, such as impacts of the slave trade
on their ancestors, easily aligning this project with
literacy and social sciences standards. To differentiate according to need, students presented their research using multiple forms of digital or other media,
such as Glogster or iMovie. Students sharing their research projects on racism, for example, can find scenarios of overt and hidden racism, film interviews
with elders or community leaders, or create a video
to share their message of acceptance and kindness
in visually powerful ways. To this end, we have included additional resources: Tables 1 and 2 are lists
of primary/intermediate children’s literature, and
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Table 1
Children’s Literature for Primary Elementary
Classrooms

Table 2
Children’s Literature for Intermediate Elementary
Classrooms

Text

Description

Text

Description

The Name Jar
by Yangsook
Choi

Classmates create a jar to suggest
names for their new friend, who
wants to choose a new name. After
much thought, Unhei chooses to use
her Korean name and teaches her
excited classmates to pronounce it.

Inside Out
and Back
Again by
Thanhha Lai

The Story of
Ruby Bridges
by Robert
Coles

This poignant and powerful true
story of a young African American
girl integrating public schools for
the first time will show students that
they can make a difference.

This heartwarming, courageous, and
funny chapter book is inspired by the
author’s real-life refugee journey from
Vietnam to Alabama, escaping the fall
of Saigon and making her way to the
United States on a boat. Themes of
family, friendship, and being true to
oneself are integral to this story.

The Sneetches
and Other
Stories by Dr.
Seuss

This classic provides a notable
platform to discuss the silliness and
pointlessness of racism. When the
Sneetches realize they are all the
same, discussions of prejudice based
on physical appearance can follow.

Drita, My
Homegirl
by Jenny
Lombard

The Colors of
Us by Karen
Katz

When Lena wants to use brown
paint for a self-portrait, she learns
that the color comes in many
shades. Often, teachers use this
book to celebrate differences and
similarities, incorporating the mixing
of paint, to see the beautiful colors
that connect all people.

Drita and her family flee the war in
Kosovo and move to the United States
with the dream of living a typical
American life. This book shows the
bumpy starts, obstacles, and persistent
kindness needed to find new friends
and neighbors across huge cultural
differences. It is lighthearted at times and
steeped in emotion at others. Students
will see the everyday struggles to be
yourself and to work together for good.

Hidden
Figures
(Young
Readers’
Edition) by
Margot Lee
Shetterly

This young readers’ edition of Hidden
Figures, the book on which the
award-winning movie was based,
tells the powerful story of four
disrespected African American women
mathematicians who were integral to
the space program at NASA.

A Is for Activist
by Innosanto
Nagara

This ABC book invites students to
explore concepts related to activism,
racism, sexism, environmental
justice, civil rights, and LGBTQ
rights, among others. Engaging and
stimulating conversations about
what matters can also help eradicate
prejudice and stereotyping.

The Skin You
Live In by
Michael Tyler

This delightful book offers a window
into the different, yet similar
activities in which all cultures
engage. Important activities, themes,
and surrounding conversations
about family, culture, community,
and social acceptance are inevitable
in this lighthearted picture book.

A Different
Mirror for
Young People:
A History of
Multicultural
America by
Ronald Takaki,
adapted by
Rebecca
Stefoff

This nonfiction book recounts the
beautiful mosaic cultures of the
United States’ history, with a chapter
each for Native Americans, African
Americans, Latinos, Jews, Irish
Americans, and Asian Americans. This
is a great resource for young readers
for researching and illuminating our
heritages with sensitive and informative
histories.

Kizzy Ann
Stamps by
Jeri Watts

Separate
Is Never
Equal: Sylvia
Mendez and
Her Family’s
Fight for
Desegregation
by Duncan
Tonatiuh

This nonfiction picture book relives the
1947 California ruling against public
school segregation. After a school
bans Sylvia Mendez because of her
Mexican surname and her skin tone,
her family works alongside the NAACP
and the Japanese American Citizens
League to victory. Unique ancillary
materials are included for further
research.

The main character is dealing with
identity as she worries about her first
year in an integrated school. This great
book, full of voice, presents many
opportunities to emulate the letter that
Kizzy Ann Stamps writes. The book has
themes of race, identity, being kind and
brave, and persistence through the
troubles she faces.

Brown Girl
Dreaming by
Jacqueline
Woodson

In poignant, powerful verse, Woodson
shows what it is like to be raised
straddling the cultures of both the South
and the North while she tries to find her
place in the world. Students can use these
powerful poems as models for writing
their own poems of wishes, dreams, trust,
struggle, and hope.
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Table 3 has websites with more booklists and other
resources.

Final Thoughts
Reflecting on how our own complacence or inaction
may be contributing indirectly to systemic inequal-

ity can be difficult for many of us, especially when
we discover the effects on our classroom environments. Facilitating racial dialogue with students
feels even more challenging, although young students are often more open and willing to engage
than adults are. In our current social and political
climate, beginning these vital conversations raises

Table 3
Additional Children’s Literature Resources
Resource

Description

Social Justice Books: Booklists
https://socialjusticebooks.org/booklists/

A resource for educators that includes 50 different
lists of children’s literature and books for teacher
development by social justice topic

Booksource Banter Blog: 11 Inspiring Social Justice Books
for Elementary Readers
http://www.booksourcebanter.com/2017/08/18/
social-justice-books-for-elementary-readers/

A list of inspiring social justice books for elementary
readers to promote activism

Institute for Humane Education: 14 Children’s Picture
Books Exploring Race and Racism
https://humaneeducation.org/blog/2014/14-childrenspicture-books-exploring-race-racism/

A list of picture books exploring race and racism for
young readers in grades pre-K–5

Mindshift: 7 Books That Teach Kids About Social Justice
and Activism
https://ww2.kqed.org/mindshift/2017/07/06/7-books-thatteach-kids-about-social-justice-and-activism/

A curated list of books that frame complex issues in ways
young readers can understand

BNKids Blog: 8 Empowering Middle Grade Novels for Kids
Interested in Social Justice
https://www.barnesandnoble.com/blog/kids/8empowering-middle-grade-novels-kids-interested-socialjustice/

This booklist includes titles about complex social issues
for more mature intermediate-grade students.

National Writing Project
https://www.nwp.org/cs/public/print/resource_topic/
teaching_writing

A list of additional resources that teachers can access to
locate resources for teaching writing, including specific
resources on diversity/equity

Worlds of Words
https://wowlit.org

A wonderful website emphasizing children’s books to use
as rich resources to “build bridges across cultures” and
toward inclusiveness

Curriculum Collection at Lewis Library: Multicultural/
Culturally Responsive Books
http://libguides.luc.edu/c.php?g=49784&p=320661

A collection of multicultural and culturally responsive
books for children, with citations and summaries, from
Loyola University’s Lewis Library

We Need Diverse Books
https://diversebooks.org/

This nonprofit keeps parents and educators up to date
on high-quality books with diverse characters that can
be used across all grades.

Google Lit Trips
http://www.googlelittrips.org

Google Lit Trips uses Google Earth to track the journeys
of famous characters with inserted artifacts and
activities to make books such as The Story of Ruby
Bridges by Robert Coles come alive.

Cooperative Children’s Book Center: 50 Multicultural
Books Every Child Should Know
https://ccbc.education.wisc.edu/books/detailListBooks.
asp?idBookLists=42

A list of multicultural books recommended by the
Cooperative Children’s Book Center at the University of
Wisconsin-Madison
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racial consciousness and decreases racial illiteracy
in our classrooms. One way to validate the experiences of our students of color and to acknowledge
their daily challenges is to discuss systems such as
voter registration or school enrollment that are historically rooted in policies to maintain white privilege and oppress those with fewer resources.
If we as teachers truly believe that all children
can learn and are entitled to the very best opportunities to reach their full potential, racism must be
considered a barrier to reaching this goal for students of color. “White ignorance is not born of innocence, is not benign and is not simply a matter of
not knowing. White ignorance is highly effective at
protecting our investments in racism and thus, actively maintained in the society at large” (DiAngelo,
2012, p. 258). Integrating literacy approaches, such
as literature circles, dialogue journals, and writing
impactful pieces, can start important conversations
to eradicate racial illiteracy in our classrooms and to
better our world.
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